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Supplier power

Likhayan as a company has a stable supplier power, this is mainly due to the

fact that Likhayan’s tote bags are unique in a sense that it uses recycled jeans

or other “maong” products. Recycled materials being cheaper, more plentiful,

and more accessible than traditional raw materials. This is a key point in

Likhayan's stable supplier power since it is also worth noting that other

companies prefer using new supplies for their products, meanwhile,

Likhayan’s main source of supplies are used jeans, not only does this make

the process of finding suppliers better, but it will also be easier to negotiate

the prices of supplies. Finding alternative suppliers is also a viable option

because there are plenty of suppliers for “maong” in the Philippines due to it

being popular and trendy among Filipinos. In conclusion, Likhayan has a fairly

stable supplier power among other businesses in the same field due to the

accessibility of their main source of materials being used jeans.

There are 2 strategies Likhayan can do to capitalize on their stable supplier

power:

1. Is to use their stable supplier power to find which supplier offers the

best deals.

2. Is to use their stable supplier power to get supplies from multiple

sources and reduce the time in getting supplies.



Threat of Entry

The threat of entry: competitors can enter from any industry, channel,

function, form or marketing activity. How best can the company take care of

the threat of new entrants?

Likhayan is not only after the profit, the company aims to give them a

platform and a voice by incorporating a braided keychain as a symbol along

with the tote bags. This company envisions a future wherein our locally made

fashionable bags will be worn not solely with confidence but with the passion

to help children in their fight against their illnesses.

Knowing that there is competition everywhere, Likhayan has already

prepared by getting a good start with the needed capital and by identifying

the needs in the industry and satisfy it with a product.

Likhayan provides a durable, fashionable, and eco friendly tote bag where it

can satisfy the customer’s needs and at the same time help in campaigning a

clean and safe environment at a reasonable price.

Likhayan is derived from the phrase: “Lumilikha ng Ligaya para sa Kalahatan”

which aims to bring comfort, sustainability and joy to all. Likhayan’s product,

“Baghari,” is derived from “Bag” and “Bahaghari,” Baghari aims to serve as a



symbol of hope for the youth, similar to the metaphor of a rainbow appearing

after a thunderstorm.

The company focuses more on communicating regularly with customers

than focusing on competitors. Customer’s feedback is used to know where

we can improve.

Likhayan doesn’t focus much on competitors but doesn’t ignore them since

understanding competitors helps in product innovation.
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There are 3 strategies Likhayan can do to deal with threat of entry:

- Provide quality products at a reasonable price.

- Use social involvement in helping an institution who aims to serve as a

symbol of hope for youth battling their illness.

- Use customer feedback to improve and have product innovation.

Buyer power

Bargaining Leverage

Because of the high concentration of substitutes in the tote bag

industry, there are more options for the consumer to pick from having greater

competition and less market to sell to, so being competitive is important and

the value of the product must be front and center. This situation gives

bargaining power to the customer. Buyer volume is high and purchase

frequency is also high because people tend to have more than one tote bag.

Price Sensitivity



The buyer profits will generally be coming from the value of the bag itself,

from its design and what it means to the consumer and how much the

advocacies the bag represents means to them. The cost of switching between

bags is higher which may impact the buyer behavior because of the nature of

the bags price being higher than most other tote bag options.

Threat of Substitutes

Likhayan’s Tote bag for Kipling’s shoulder bag, The possibility of this

substitution most likely will happen in terms of the usage of the product on

certain occasions. Likhayan’s Tote bag is a new stylish Tote bag that you can

use for these kinds of events (going to the mall, running errands, vacations, &

working). Kipling's shoulder bag is a known brand for making quality bags, it

could be the same event but also you can use it for more formal occasions or

a vacation trip to other countries. The impact of this substitution will leave a

question for Likhayan’s Quality of the product and the design of the product

that can be used on both informal and formal occasions.

Likhayan’s Tote bag for Daily Reminder’s Tote bag, The possibility of this

substitution will most likely happen in terms of the style preference of the

customer. Although Likhayan’s Tote bag and Daily Reminder’s Tote bag have

similar values and usage, it makes Daily Reminders co. a threat for Likhayan

since they already started selling their product and advertising it with the

actual product on many social media platforms, and e-commerce platforms

(shopee). Daily Reminder’s Tote Bag is an aesthetic kind of tote bag with

printed writing that makes their product simple & aesthetic. The impact of

this substitution will leave a question for Likhayan’s production & marketing



of their product and most likely how will Likhayan overcome the competition

with the same and similar product to them.

Strategies:

1.) Likhayan should focus on a more local market to be able to compete

with the bigger companies

2.) The Design of likhayans bags should be unique and different from the

already existing products of the companies

3.) Social media should be used more proactively to have a better

customer relationship.

Competitive Rivalry

Price: Likhayan’s price is one of the factors that could be a competitive

disadvantage being that the company is very small scale and does not have

mass manufacturing tools that make production expenses lower available.

This then lowers the attractiveness of the product to the lower income market

which is why the target market of likhayan are those of the middle to upper

working class. Though its price is also backed by the beneficiary which is Kyth

foundation to raise the value of the product overall making the price

justifiable because of the percentage that is donated.

Marketing: One of likhayans’s traits is that it is comprised of Gen Z

members that are mostly social media literate thus they have the advantage

of knowing trends and knowing what works and what doesn't in the social

media landscape of marketing and another advantage likhiyan can utilize is



emotional marketing because of the beneficiary that the company has

partnered with that focuses on providing social care to Children with illness

taking care of their health and development throughout their operations and

procedures. This kind of beneficiary is unique to likhayan. The last main

marketing point of Likhayan is its environmentally conscious production of

the bags being made out of completely recycled denim which targets those

who are advocacy driven and environmentally conscious.

Product: Likhayan’s product is unique being comprised of 3 selling

points, Its design, Its material and the beneficiary. The design is is that of a

tote bag that is comfy, convenient and trendy with the rise in popularity in

tote bags that can pull together an outfit and conveniently carry items. Its

been designed with the user in mind what elements make it attractive such

as a bigger compartment and a longer sling for comfort and flexibility.  The

material is that of recycled denim which attracts those who are

environmentally conscious and the beneficiary is a partnership that is unique

in the industry.

Industry: The tote bag industry though very saturated is one that has

endless possibilities making it an industry that is easy to enter because of the

simplicity of the product and most of the selling point of the products is in its

design and quality rather than the brand attached to it.

Strategies:

1.) The Price situation can be handled with a proper marketing strategy by

fostering a relationship with the market through relatability in the social

media marketing and knowing the customers and making sure our

values are the forefront of the marketing. This also helps likhayan enter



the heavily saturated market by making sure that the brand has a voice

that is loud and relatable.


